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Fear and Loathing at Northeastern

Street Parking Stirs
Neighbors' Wrath
high-rise pa rking . structure.
Many, many years ago,
Northeastern had , in fact,
perhaps seven, a group of
been developing plans for suc h
neighbors from the blocks
a structure, and · it was
immediately ad jacent to this
generally thought in 1968 that
campus descended upon the
it would be one of ·the f irst
adinistration here to demand ·
buildings completed during the
an answer to the ir problem campus expa nsion . By now an
essentially that they couldn't
office of Campus Planning had
park in front of their own
been formulated , and. planning
homes.
took on a considerably more
They received a sympasober tone . The city had
thetic , if non-committal welessentially squashed any hopes
come, and began to believe
of developing the Municipal
that within a short time the
Tubercu losis Sanitarium into
problem would be taken care
Northeastern Illinois Univerof. A couple of years later it
sity, Chicago Ci rcle North, and
was 1967, and the great baby
attention turned to a twofold
boom had just flooded to the
program developing the
university level. Little Illinois
property already owned by the
l'eachers ' College sudde nly
Col lege, and ' attempting to
increased its enrol lment to
secu re at least a part of the
over 5,000, and literally
Chi cago Parental School.
hundreds of new cars swel led
Essentially, the first buildings
into surrounding streets.
to be built were to be a science
More frantic meetings were
held and by late 1967 the then budding, a classroom building,
Nor ea.s~ n ·nlinois State a ltbrary, a ~omn:iuter center,
rl~~ ·
b • .
t
and two high-me pa rkin g
o ·':' 5 ~c , was
eginn1ng o structures.
unveil SQme vague new plans
B t h
th
f
for mass'ive expansion. First it
. ~bw en l"t~I sa~J groutuf
would take over the Municipal neig ors , a I e O er, a . 1 e
b •id greyer, and a lot more bitter,
I · S · •
T b
. u ercu osis anitanum, u, - descended on Northeastern
ing colossa l new structures 1, t
kf
t·
·
.
as wee or a mass mee ing in
there.
The new scie n ce the Li ttle Theater, the air was
complex woul_d probably in- thick with indignation. Tak ing
elude a reflecting pool stocked h •
h
·k
h
· h f. h
•h
b b
h .
t e1r turns at t e m1 e, t e past
wit 1s , wit a Ia
eneat 1t. an d present Iea d ers o f t h.1s
Stu d ents cou Id Ioo k t h roug h
I ,
I h I d ·
I
·i ·
•
h
h
I
I peop es strugg e ur e insu ts
t ed g ass ce1 ing ifnfto ti e poo t' / at Northeastern admi nistraan , as one o 1c1a repor
.
d
d
1·k
. d , ,, see w h at f 1s
. h d o .in · t1on an stu ents a I e.
exp Iaine
the wintertime. " There would
• • • PRESIDENT SACH'S
probably be a new sports
stadium in conjunction with
SECRET PLAN • • • ?
the new physical education
One
of
their
leading
building. Needless to say, with spokesman, alderman Seymour
plans this massive, there was Simon , looking ever more
no need to worry at all about natty with his new gold
parki ng.
,wire-rims and stylishly longer
hair, was more the poli tician
• • • UNI - CHICAGO CIRCLE than usual, liking Pr~ ident
NORTH•••
Sachs to that · ev il Richard
By 1968 the community Nixon.
" Five
years
ago,"
he
group, the Hollywood-North
Park Civic Association, had blustered , " We met with
begun insi st ing on more President Sachs in his office
concrete plans for CT A and he assu red us the parking
shuttle service and for a problem was being taken care
of. He told us that he <:ouldn' t

c

reveal al l the details of his
plan, but that we shouldn't
worry. W el l, it's been five
years , and I ask you , what has
been l:he resu lt of that secret
plan?'' We _ don't need secret
plans , he assured hi s enthusiastic
audience,
we
need
solutions. He proposed a
three-point plan which he felt
the University must be forced
to accept. Fir st, adequate
parking must be provided.
Second , no mo~e buildings
may
be erected.
Third ,
enrollment, day and night,
must be kept to a specified
figure and not allowed to rise.
State Senator Marino, who
sits o n the appropriations
committee in the legislature,
sa id he would favo r no further
a llo cations to Northeasterr,
until the parking problem is
solved.

"• • • A GOVERNOR WHOSE
RECORD IS SAVING MONEY"
It wasn 't until President
Sachs spoke, however, that the
entire picture began to come
into focus. The plans have
been complete for at least two
years for a high-rise structure,
and the money has been
allocated. But Governor Ogilvie has refused to release the
money for construction , and
indicati ons are that he may
never do so. The climate, you
see, is not quite right for a
governor whose record is one
of s.iving money, to release
funds to build a parking
structure for a ul'liversity with a
piddly $6 annual parking fee.
That would be almost unprecedented, and would be costly
for hii'n in the election.
While the neighbors were

recovering from the shock of
discovering that students w ere
being made to pay for parking
privileges , which explained
why so many refused to park in
the lot, the rest of the picture
was painted. The Governor's
staff had offered a compromise. Three million dollars had
been allocated for the parking
facilities. Why not use the
money to p,urchase
the
Parental School and put
su rface parking there?
Well, that's where it gets
even more complicated. First,
Illinois law, through Complex
legalese , required that a
Pa renta l School exist in
Chicago. Legislation had to be
enacted to cha nge the wording \
to " may" instead of must. With
that out of the way, the
Chicago Board of Education
· (Cont'd. on page 4)

I

Prize Cattle on Parade
by Andrea Zlabis

Well , it's Homecoming time
again at UNI, and it brings
back painful memories for me.
Painful because I ran last year
for the title and I lost, but
more painful because I wrote
this huge monster article and it
never was pri nted! So t hi s year,
I' m not going to do anymore
ego damaging, rather, I will
spew forth my tale of woe to
those w ho will bear with me.
Going to a girls' Catholic
high school for four years can
be quite discouraging when it
comes to proving one 's
femininty. I mean, a person
doesn' t have a chance of being
singled out for beauty's sake
when suc h a vast number of
females are runnin g amuck
outdoing each other
in
make-up and clothes .
Here at school things are
different-there are girls and
GUYS, all
here for . a·n
education. That's why when
the. topic of Homecoming ,
came up, my brain began to
tingle (this felt sorta weird
consideri n g my brain is
between my leg) - " Maybe I
could be UNl's Homecoming
Queen of .1971 ! ! ! gasp - was I
being too aggress ive to think
that I could actually win? After
all, I do have the frizzies from
using paperbags on my head .
But the n my courage began to
grow when I considered my
good points - yes , the tw<;>
points up fr.ont were pretty

good - not as good as a
Racquel Welch but OK for a
nice college girl looking for a
husband . My
teeth
are
attractive from using my
Ultra-Brite. I smoke Virginia
Slims besides wearing a living
fiberfilled bra-just how could
the judges even consider
turni ng me down?
Then I found out that the
dumb contest is being based
on merit. My God! Being a
freshmen -just what have I
done for the school? 'I'm not a
cheerleader or even in Pep
Club - I belong to Psych Club
and what good is that? They
certainly don't want a gi rl with
even the slightest of intelligence. I know, when they ask
me my major, I'll fumble the
word psychology so as to
appear cute.
Co nsidering one of the
regulations (a girl must be
single) I wondered if this was
fair in relation to the fact that
we were being judged on our
merits - I mean I'm sure that
there are plenty of married
women at UNI who do a
helluva lot more work than I
ever will and just becuase
they're married , they can't
even enter - Eh! What's the
matter with me? When it
comes to a beau ty contest it's
every broad for herself!
The big day arrived - the
day of our preliminary judging.
I was all nervous because I
missed the beginning (I had a
class) and I didn't' know what

.,,

kind of questions they would
be asking or-what in the world
I would say in fro nt of all those
people in the cafeteria. Okay,
her~'s my big chance, the jock
in charge introduces me, "Th is is Andrea Zlabis" (took
him a few times to pronounce
it natu rally) . I'm on stage now,
all alone and he asks me 'my
name, · (Doesn't he know my
name? He's th~ - one who just
introduced me! ), my major and
interests . Steady girl - " My
name is And rea Zlabis, my
major is psychology and my
(Cont'd. on page 4)
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iLETTERSI
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*
********************************************:
News?
~tudents, a growing Black
organization for Blacks, a
Puerto Rican paper for Puerto
Bob, though I may not know
Ricans, Women's Studies for
you too well, (yet), I'd just like
the together Women on
To the Print:
to say I think you're doing a
campus, but have you ·ever
fantastic job· at your new
heard of a "Vietnamese-Pride"
How about a column on
position of responsibility .
club? Hell no. True, the
nutrition?
Where else could the Student
WASP's don't}ave a "WASPI see so many people eating
Body find a News Editor for
Club but then they've never
all sorts of junky food at
their paper that would run o_!!._3,.,-St-,r,n,:d to need one. Yea Bob,
Northeastern that the thought
platform of --:1 'c oncentrating
you're doin g a fne
·ob
p
,,.
f
I
JU
occured to me that perhaps a
on-campus news , 1u st our
there as News Editor a real
column
on
Health
and
mon~hs 7 prior to nation~!
pallbearer in death 'of that
Nutrition is in order.
elections . ! too feel that _this
nasty ol' Student Un-rest issue.
If such a column does ever
~asty election should be g1v~n
Congrats' Bobby-Baby you're a
come into being, you may
little or no _c ov~rage ,n
real prince. Keep up the good
print the enclosed recipe for
Northeastern's fine little comork ·
my cereal. I have made thi s
mun ity newspaper. After all
w
·
many times and it is excellent
Bob, one of the on ly points of
Sincerely,
and easy to make.
supposed controversy is the
Timothy M . Coogan
Incidentally, there 's an
war. (Remember that anyP.S. Saw the story assignment
excellent new paperback, just
body?) And we both know
you put on the assignment
published by Doubleday, EATwh at fine job Preside.nt
board up in E-214 (Print Office)
ER'S DIGEST, by Michael F.
Nixon's done over there to
concerning the new wall in the
Jacobson , which makes for
"w ind things down" don 't we
B-wing lounge. Great news
good reading on nutrition and
Bobby-buddy? I mean, it's . a story Bob, fan-tas-tic!
a good understanding of all the
fact that in March of this year,
chemicals that are added to
there were 95,500 American
food
.
troops in South Vietnam and
by only April (that's about one
- Yours, for bet(er health
month, Bob) ou r fine President
Belle Jacobson
redu ced that awful number to
Dept. of Learning Services
only 68,100. No real news
worth story here Bob, nothing
for a truly conscientious Editor
e Ut Ut
large box of old fashion Quaklike yourself eh buddy? No
er.
story either I guess in that
1~ oz. jar wheat germ.
between the sa·me dates
1 cup solidly packed brown sugar
mentioned above, , our PresI am very disturbed at the
light.
ident increased troops in
attitude· one of the University
¼
cup
honey.
teachers has taken to their
Thailand from 32,000 to 36,000
1 cup Wesson oil & 2 cups water.
whil e also increasing the
classes . So far this semester,
Make emulsion of oil and wanumber of Navy personnel
this teacher has materialized
only once for classes.
abroad Seventh Fleet carries
er in jar from wheat germ .
· I see no reason for the
and other ships off the Nam
cup chestnut its
University not to take imcoast from 15,000 to 41,000. I
½ cup raisin.
agree wholeheartedly with
mediate action against such
¼ cup sesame seed
your sentiments, Bob. After all,
practices. Must it be up to the
½ cup sunflower seed.
there
is
no
sailors
at
students to get a· petition to get
½ cup coconut shredded
Northeastern, so who would
a replacement?
2 table spoons vanilla extract
Who's responsible for ov-ercare? Come to think of it, there
is not many pilots at school
looking such unethical conMix all above gredience in large
either, so not many folks
duct? If no action is to be
bowl, spread out on lightly greaswould really care that again
taken by the University, are
ed baking sheets 9x 14. Recipe
during the same months
we, the students, led to assume
makes 4 or more sheets. Bake at
mentioned above, our "peacewe will all be given A's, for
350° for 10 minutes, then reful Prez" increased the number
doing nothing???
duce
heat to 300° and continue
of f ighter-bombers in Southeast
I as a future teacher will not
baking
for another 20 minutes
Asia from 400 to 900 and the
accept this slacking off as any
or until golden brown.
number of B-52's in the same
kind of example to follow! This
area from about 80 to 140.
school is only as good as we
Belle Jacobson
After all Bobby-boy, "why
demand it to be.
should we care?" is the
Learni ng Services
I DO NOT GIVE MY NAME
"American way" and we are
BECAUSE I am not one person .
both good Americans , right?
Oh Bob concernin g that not
on the Print Office board from
the Pentagon Information office, the one that stated that
the Nixon Administration has
already dropped ove r 3.3
million tons of bombs on
BEGINNING AT 8 P.M.
Indochina,· more than any
other government has ever
OCTOBER 1
STAPLE SINGERS
dropped in history? No news
OCTOBER
8
JONATHAN EDWARDS
there either Bob, I heard the
OCTOBER 15 ROBERTA FLACK &
fine Mr. · Laird mentions
DONNY HATHAWAY
something about "pinko-bas. tards" when asked of that
OCTOBER 22 BUTTERFIElD BLUES BAND
statistic (t hou gh I · always
OCTOBER 29 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND
thought Vietnamese babies,
CALL WDAI FOR YOUR FREE
even illegitimate ones .were
"WDAI LOVES YOU" BUMPER STICKER
more yellowish i(l skin - tone)
but who at Northeastern
should care about that? I
mean, now many students do
we have from Viet Nam here at
good ol' UNI? We've got a
Jewish
club · for
Jewish
Dear Bob Huffman :
News Editor, PRINT

Eat Healthy

Worn Out
Teacher Should
B p O

"Little Murders" Too Little?
Dear Editor,
equal chan ce to participate. It
This past week, t he Little would also generate more
Theater was the scene of enthusiasm in the Speech
try-outs for Little Murders.· It Department as a whole . It has
has come to my attention that also come to my attention that
the show has quite a limited
the budget for the play is
cast, consisting of only four $4 ,2 14 (accprding to the
male roles and two female
Stageplayer's bulletin) . With
roles .
·
this much money allocated to
In a school of this size, one such a function , why are so few
would think that the Speech · allowed to participate in the .
Department would prefer a actual stage presentation . I put
production that would give
this question to Mr. David
more interested students an
Unumb, and invite his reply.
Marilyn Penzel

Movie Troubl.es
To the Commuter
Activities Board:

Center

Why during the recent
showing of " M .A .S.H ." was the
last row reserved? The excuse I
got was it was for the ushers,
to conveniently patrol ??? Dur:
ing the last few years we've
been 'plagued' by viewers from
high schools, and the problem
was that they got in before
UNI students.
. The remedy
that CCAB came up with was
(in my estimation) rediculous ..

To charge non-students $2 .00
for a movie that has played in
the 75c shows . Even though
the non-students were in the
past a problem , my solution
would be to allow them in only
after the UNI students have
had ample time to get into the
Aud, and charge them at the
most $1.25. I would appreciate
some answers.
Sincerely,
Danny Kolb,
Student Senator

UNTIL THE 11th
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!!!

To Pasture

FREI! SUNDAi
ROCK CONCERT!

!!,l.oWDAI

EVERYTHING
(EXCEPT CIC, SPECIALS & MILK)

FOR NORTHEASTERN STUDENTS

WITH VALIDATED ID'S •

WALKOVER

DURING YOUR BREAK

BRYN MAWR
RITE WAY
3306 W . Bryn Mawr

463-9564
:

MTWF, 10-7:30, TH. 10-9, SAT. 9-6, SUN 10-3
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Broehures, Bumper Stiekers,
Buttons and POW Bracelets
by A. Sue Straus

As a member of UNl 's Peace
Counci l I have been also
interested in the safe return of
the men of this country from
Vietnam . Thru friends of mine
the upsurge of wearing P.O.W.
bracelets has come to my
attention. I silently asked
myself if the wearing of these
bracelets were out of concern
for the prisoners or just a fad in
the mold of peace . Just as
peace signs have been made
commercially profitable.
It appears to me that the
wearing of these bracelets is
more out of caring about the
conditions of the men than out
of being in tune with the fads
of fashion . But what about
those selling these bracelets?
From VIVA Voices in
Vital America comes a
"Thank-you" note with advertisement for free brochures ,
letters , petitions , bumper
stickers, and buttons. On their
stationary is a heart with the
,-;hape of a man in the middle as
a pendant attached to the first
v in VIVIA; with a saying;
" Dedicated to those who
preserve our freedom, shall it
forever endure."
Within the Thank-you letter
is a little bio on VIVA . It is a
national student organization
started in 1967 by five students
from UCLA; dedicated to the

fact that progress and fre~dom
ones or being told first that
ca n only be achieved and
their loved ones are dead and
maintained by national respont hen missing in action and
sib le actions . They say they are
t hen a prisoner of war. Granted
a non-profit, non-political ;
it is torture not to know the
educational and charitable
fate of one's loved one, but is
group. Activities they would
t his not knowing the conselike to see are high sc hool s,
quence of the la ck of
colleges and commu nitie s
communi ca tion or the in getting together to put on a
humane attitude of North
P.O.W . Prngram such as rallies ,
Vietnam? Could it riot also be
assemblies, and information
the red tape of the armed
booths.
tomes of the United States?
With this you get a brochure
The last piece of this
with a letter form to your
" Thank-you " package is a
congressman telling that you
petition to the Heads of States,
do not want what happened in
Governments of the World in
North Korea to happen in
care of Carl Waldheim,
North Vietnam. That . is, we
Se¢retary-General The United
want
our
men
to
be
Nations, New York , New York ;
acknowledged by a " neutral
with the insciption " We the
inspection " such as the
American People, request that
" neutral" Red Cross . Unlike in
you urge the Democra-t ic
North Korea where over three
Republic of Vietnam (North
hundred Ameri·can men are
Vietnam) to abide by the terms
still held.
of the Geneva Convention
· This is fine since it should be
which require :.
known who the prisoners are,
• Names of all prisoners of
yet there is in the first
war be published ;
paragraph of this petition the
• All prisoners receive proassumption that " our troops
per medical care and adequate
are withdrawing from Vietnam ."
food;
Yet the bombings over North
• Regular impartial inspecVietnam pick up and more
tion of prisoner of war faci I ities
men are captured . Is there
be permitted ;
really concern for the men or is
• A free flow of mail
this propaganda? between prisoners and their
Also in this brochure there is
families be allowed."
a letter from Martha Raye '
There is also another 'etter
· giving examples of people not
to send to one's congressman
knowing the fate of their loved

Catholic Student Center
Activities
The New Catholic Student
Center is planned with YOU in
mind. Come on over and relax
meet friends, and talk . Ir\ th~
front room, the atmoshpere is
casual. Or, perhaps you want
(need) to study : We have a
_pla~e for that, too., Stop by at
5450 No. Kimball at any hour
of any day, and the door is
always open.
We also have some scheduled events coming up soon.

Every Monday up to and
including Nov. 27, a sensitivity
session will be held at 7:30
p .m. What's. a sensitivity
session? You ask . Well, come
and find out. Through verbal
and non-verbal commu•nication, you will learn about
yourself and others and have a
chance to discuss your
problems and find ways of
solving them .
Also, for anyone interested

in teaching in a parochial
school, a Theology Seminar is
being offered every Tuesday at
7:30 p.m .; starting Oct. 3 and
ending Nov. 21.
Like coffee? Well, whether
you do or not, there's a lot more
than that to a Coffee House for instance, good conversation and good entertainment.
The next one is beging held on
Friday, Oct. 6, at 7:30 p.m. Join
us, if you will!
And then there is the Mass,
celebrated on Saturday nights
at 11 p.m . Our second floor
chapel provides a warm,
community atmosphere for
God's children to join together
in prayer .
So , if you
have any
questions, feel free to call
583-6109 , or consult our
monthly newsletter, HowzzaH
Do come over, the byword is
"Welcome!"

PREGNANT?

PREGNANCY
A
PROBLEM?
Pregnancy
consultations
private-confidential
assistance.

Call 312/973-4765

l

as well as a letter ~sking the
U.S. voter to confrpnt candidates and ask them / what they
plan to do with the problem of
the POW/ Ml As . If saids that
" POW's are dying to vote" and
that the National , League of
Families of American Prisoners
and Missing in Southeast Asia
endorses no one . '
Assumptions m~de in the
petition that the agreements of
the Geneva Convention are not
being carried out by North
Vietnam seems to be partly
true . In relation to the letter
exchange there is some
justification for concern . It
also seems that impartial
inspections are not allowed but
one must ask if: there is any
such body incly~ing the U .N.

or Red Cross, that is impartial.
The main objection I have of
this petition is a self-righteous
attitude that North Vietnam is
inhumane and that the United
States is a totally honorable
land . Not to mention the
domestic problems of the
United States; we did not even
sign the Geneva Convention
Agreements because in the
minds of the leaders of the
United States and others, Ho
Chi Minh would have won the
elections to be held in 1956.
Therefore we have no one to
blame but ourselves for getting
into this war in the first place
and for having men killed ,
missing in action or in prisoner
of war camps as a consequence.

lHE GREAT
NORTHEASTERN
WALt
by Bob Huffm~n

If you think the parking
problem at this University is
impossible, you have some-thing to look forward to,
especially ' if you have the
occasion to walk between the
"B" Bui !ding and Science
Building.
PEDESTRIA!l)IS BEWARE:
With the completion of the
new corridor at the east end of
"B" Lounge, passage through
this hallway has been made
extremely difficult. Sure the
problem of keeping the cold
air out of the lounge in winter
has been solved, but the most
crucial problem of all has not
been alleviated, only perpetuaed .
During the peak rush hour
times, more specifically the ten
minute passi ng periods, pedestrian traffic through the " B"
corridor is significantly slowed,
due to var"ious obstacles . For

one thing, there is only one
door handling the increased
,traffic . Second, the hallway is
somewhat narrow and can only
accommodate single file lines
at best. Third, telephone
booths and lockers at one end
of the corridor just out several
feet , complicating matters
even more when people are
using the phones or lockers .
As far as the need for such a
wall, students and faculty are
not concerned with whether or
not " B" Lounge gets a littie
cold air in winter; their main
concern is to get wherever they'
are going as fast · as possible .
Many more people use the
corridor in " B" Lounge to get
to and from the Scien ce
Building than will ever use the
lounge itself. The needs of the
majority were not taken into
account and as a result, one
menial problem was solved,
but the more crucial one was
ignored .

Social Service May Earn You Credit
On Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 10 and 11, the
Voluntary A ction Center of
Chicago is planning to come to
Nort heastern . They will set up
display tables an d se nd
representatives to v isit classes
to desc rib e variou s voluntar;
jobs having to do with se rvi ce
in Social Agencies .
The Director of Vo luntary
~ Action Center, Mr. Howard
: Schuman has contacted Jerry
O lso n, Director of P.1.E. and
severa l faculty mei;nbers to see

· if this program would be an
innovative way to obtain P.I.E .
of Independent Study Credit.
Mr. Ol so n has exp ressed his
interest iri Mr . Sc human ' s
project.
Posters will be put up and
announcements made in futu re
PRINT editions . If yo u are
interested in 'ea rning credits
outside of the classroom,
watch for furt her developments .
For more information , co ntact Dr. Ben Co lema n at ext.
229 or ext. 522.
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Street Parking
(Cont'd. from page 1)

had to be .willing to sell. Since
it is in such dire financial
str aits, it was reluctantly
willing. But if it sold, it would
sell only if the program were
maintained, and only if it had
no further responsibility for the
school whatsoever. That meant
Northeastern had to take over
the school itself and maintain
the program . Northeastern is
perfectly willing, since the
Parental School is a unique
institution, and it would be a
credit to the University . .
Opened in 1899, it is one of
only three such institutions in
the country. President Sachs
assured Mr. Carlan, Principal,

that the program would be
continued.
The
State of
Illinois,
however, is unwilling to furnish
the funds ,for the instructional
cost, but it is willing to pay for
the " maintenance cost", which
includes the students' living
costs while housed there.
Because the instructional c~sts
are not forthcoming, UNI can't
take over the school. Because.
it can't take over forthcoming,
UNI can't live up to its end of
Ogilvie's "compromise". Because it can' t live up to
Ogilvie's compromise, it isn't
going to get any additional
parking. And those neighbors
are pretty mad already.

I

Pointing out that there has
been no increase in on-campus
enrollment since 1968 President Sachs assured the
community that he really is
doing everything he can, but
he reitereated his position that
"doing everything he can" does
not, as they insist, include
withholding grades for any
student found guilty of parking
on the streets . Abolishing the
parking fee is impossible, he
explained, because that fund
maintains the parking lot. It is
also by f':!r the -least expensive
fee at any State of Illinois

will probably be eventually
leveled as a playing field for
athletics . At present, the
vacant land is used by area
neighbors as vegetable gardens.

•••THE DUES PAYMENT
WAS A STICKY SUBJECT•••
As the meeting turned to
New Business, President Sachs
left. The lawsuit subject was
brought up, and a member of
the group charged that since
few of the members present
had bothered to pay their
six-dollar dues, only paid
members should be able to
vote . The dues payment was a
sticky subject, and about a
dozen people left.
Still others scrambled to
pay their dues, and a vote of
some sort was taken . Of the
sixty-one people present, only
one voted no, but no one was
sure what the almost unanimous vote was for . If the
Hollywood-North Park Improvement Association files
suit, nobody seems sure what
the suit will charge. Mr. Ader's
motion included the phrase, ".
. . that Northeastern Illinois
University make it a condition
of admission that parking
regulations be observed . . ."
Over the rush of people
leaving, though the meeting
was not officially over, the
chair cal led for those ten
volunteers to come forward
and sign a sheet if they wished
to serve with Aid. Simon . It is
thought that about three
signed the sheet. As the
meeting dissolved into three or
four small groups bickering
among themselves before
leaving altogether, what may
have been the only man there
with a sense of humor was
walking through the stragglers
saying, " you know what they
oughta do with that three
million dollars - buy everyhody a two ca r garage."

PRIZE CA TTL.E • • •

over me? I think Betty Friedan
took over my body and used
me! I said such stupid things. I
interests are tutoring Indian
wanted to say that my interests
children and working with
were chi ldren, boys, and
animals." Actually I would
sewing and I would have just
have loved to say masturbating
died if my graduation party
but I probably would have
was called off and instead I
been blacklisted so I played it
said those awfully unfeminine
cool. "Okay, here's your
things and ·BLEW IT!!! My
question Andrea, (sez the
woman's intuition told me
jock). Let's say your Mom is
planning a big graduation party _ though that better things'
would arise and they did .
for you with all your friends
Thursday, Nov. 4, at 1:00
and relatives and at the last
minute you find out you're not ' p.m. the final judging began .
All of us girls came dressed in
graduating because you didn' t
our Sunday best. When we
take any of your required
entered the auditorium we
courses . WHAT WOULD YOU
were ushered into a back room
DO???" I thought about it a
to redo ourselves. Eyerybody
minute and strange words
was giggling because we were
came out of my mouth - "I
all so nervous and wanted each
find this qu.estion highly
other to win . (Actually, if
irrelevant because it doesn' t
someone would have given us
pertain to being Homecoming
knives we would have stabbed
Queen. First of all, I think it's
each other in the back!) Many
pretty stupid of me not to take
any of my required subjects. of the girls ·were combing their ·
hair and adding things to their
when people are constantly
already artificial faces. Som e
shoving it down you r throat
of us were even bold enough
about your required classes to adjust our bra straps a notch
what makes you think I'm this
higher! I was overwhelmed at
dumb? I probably would call
the ~ity of these girls - this
off the graduation party
must be what they call
because I'm not graduating. I
sisterhood togetherness .
can't
really
answer the
Each of us was called out
question because it has no
and introduced to the audpurpose! " " Wella; sez the jock,
ience. We were asked (by that
that's your question, I'm sorry. "
same jock), " Why do you want
"We ll , I think you people
Homecoming
ought to make up some · to become
Queen?" Meanwhile the footintelligent questions." Some
ball team was in the audience
people actually clapped for
me. I walked off the stage in a- and like WOW everybody
really got nervous ,because al I
frenzied state. What had come
(Cont'd. from page 1)

• • • SACHS - NO POUCE
POWERS OFF-CAMPUS • • •

institution - the next lowest
being $24 per quarter.
Two alternatives were considered. Seymour Simon suggested that President Sachs
allow
him
to
negotiate
personally with the Chicago
Board of Education. He
charged that when, in the past,
he had offered help, Sachs had
reminded him of the "sec ret
plan" and refused help. Sachs
shrugged that if Simon could
do anything, he was welcome
to give it a try. Simon made a
stirring ca ll for a committee of
ten to assist with
the
challenge, and the chair
explained
that ,
as
new
business, that would have to
wait.
The second plan , offered by
Zeamore Ader, attorney and
past President of the association , was to file a lawsuit.
Reminded by others that the
action may take a lifetime and
cost thousands of dollars he
pr.essed for the suit, and 'was
also told to wait.
President Sachs exp lained
the plan for the Parental
School in cons iderable detail.
1,000 spaces would be added
in the area roughly, behind
WTTW's building . It would be
reached not only from our own
campus but by an access road
from Foster, cutting the traffic
flow on St. Louis. Concerns
that the new pavement would
cause flooding in adjacent
homes were answered with the
rropossal that sewers would
flow through the present
campus into the Bryn Mawr
sewer, considered to be much
more ~dequate than the Foster
system . Other use of the land
has not been definitely
decided, although one piece of
potentially controversial subject matter was quickly skirted .
The " victory gardens" , the
southern quarter of the
property along Foster Avenue,

those handsome, longhaired
jocks were just drooling their
asses off out there. I mean just
knowing some animal named
Wolfie was in that zoo of a
team out there cou ld have
driven a girl wild! And it did .
Most of the girls gave
answers like - "Well, I'm in
Pep Club and I love UN I so I
would really like to represent
UNI and you need a unique
person and I am this unique
person ...
Finally my big moment
arr.ived - I came out on stage
wading thru the semen and
drolls sponsored by the
football team. " Yes, I want to
be Homecoming Queen because
I'm
interested
in
psychology and I love people."
By the time I was finished one
could have developed diabetes.
I paraded by the football team
amongst all the screams, and I
recalled the old 4-H Club
Livestock Shows when you'd
exhibit your best animals that
you yourself breast-fed. I wish
my Mom could have been
there to see me.
Alas I lost! I have to
admit it. The winning five
finalists were racially rationed
- 3 whites, 1 black, and 1
from Panama .. (No discrimination here folks) .
I heard from some people
who paid the outrageous price
of $17.00 a head at McCormick
Place that two lovely ladies
received the Crown, one of the
whites and the Panamanian.

So, in two years UNI has had
three Homecoming Queens can any other university make
this statemen t?
I think I lost because I forgot
to use my FDS that day or my
underdeveloped age must have
been obvious - I, a freshmen
against mature juniors and
seniors. I keep asking myself if

I've come along way - I know
the other girls did . They came
and went a long time ago. But
what about me - have I really
come a long way, baby???
Well, that's my story and all
I can say is - good luck to
those who are going through
this bullshit this · year because
you'll need it.

Opportunity Runs
Wild in Australia
by Barbara Morin
Teachers of Secondary art,
economics, geography, English,
history, music, mathemati cs
science, physical educatio~
and counseling are in demand
by the New South Wales Dept.
of Education . The sa lary range
is $5,060-$7,478. A settling in
allowance is given as follows:
Married · Male Teachers $1,120 plus $112 for each
dependent child .
Single Teachers - $448.
The schools are progressive
and the system offers the best
possible conditions for its
educators .
Though it's the oldest state
in Sydney, Australia, New
South Wales is part of a young

and on the move atmosphere.
A sunny, temperate climate
similar to Southern California'
awaits the teacher. This is ~
land of stable economy.
Houses and apartments rent for
approximately $30/ wk . Bus
train and ca r provide this are~
with transportation.
If you desire not only an
opportunity to educate, but a
new way. of life in an " on the
go" country ·_ sign up for an
interview with the New South
Wales Dept. of Education. Fred
Cronk, Director of Teacher
Recruitment, is coming from
New York to be on UNl 's
campus October 10, 1972 from
9:00 to 4 :00. Stop in Placement
to make an appointment with
Opportunity.

4, October, 1972
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-------------•COUPON--------------********************************************

NoRrHEA~rERN sPECIAL
You don t have to be
a hustler to play pool.
Present this coupon
and play for 1/3 off
the hourly rate.

Ieditorials I
********************************************
Bellows Like a Lion in Pr~vate,
Bleats Like a Lamb in Public

On Sept. 18, 1972, our news
editor told me he had received
a phone call from a faculty
member asking for a reporter
to cover his class room
methods. This instructor conMiss Cue
Little English
sidered himself to be unjustly
criticized for his techniques,
3305 N. Ashland
5658 W. Diversey and wanted to "publize" his
methods.
.
24 TABLES
18 TABLES
The next day, Sept. 19, 1972,
House of Lords
I had a hour and one-half
interview with the young
Irving-Harlem Plaza
pedagogue . As a prelude he
Norridge
displayed a 1971 dated letter,
20 TABLES
signed by his department
·
EXPIRES , NOV 30 1972
chairman, outlining the stan___________ ..,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...J dards of education demanded
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2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990
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WE RETURN THESE ARTICLES TO
ECYCLING PROCESSORS FOR RECYCLING

WE ARE OPEN ...
OWARD - MON-FRI 12=00NOON-6=00 PM
THURS
12 =00NOON-9:QO PM
SAT
10=00AM-6=00PM
LTH
CLOSED SUNDAY

All MATERIALS MUST BE REASONABLY CLEAN

by that branch of the
University; and the incongruous methods employed by
my inspired friends .
He explained there was no
bitterness in his feelings
towards his fellow-faculty, who
seem to be against him. And
that indeed, "it is a sign of
life." Naturally · 1 asked for
the main area of friction
between him and his colleagues. He answered it · vas over·
lecturing. "It's easy to lecture
in a given sequence of events,
but are the students really
learning?"
It is neither the desire nor
the wish of this newspaper to
seek inquisition as to personalities, and certification of
theory. It is to be assumed that
the intellectual enrichment of
the student body is the be all,
and end all of our facultys'
goal.
We, as students, require our
instructors to tell as accurately
as possible their lessons of life.
And they as teachers are
required to observe our
progress in this learning; and in
the interpretation of both
theirs and our findings.
A department that breeds "a
sign of life", is, and shduld not
be "newsworthy" print; but
•there's t_he rub! Should we
regard methodology as a
wearysome list of a given
thing, as my friend says they
are? Or, are there alternatives
to learning?
Here is the crux of the
problem . For the real problem
is . that my young teacher
friend came to me a few days
after I had written my article
concerning his methods, and
asked me not to have it
printed . Not because it was a

tJNCLE DAN'S
army navy surplus

is coming!

badly written piece, but
because he was apprehensive
of its reaction to himself.
The ·a.c ceptance or denial of
a method of teaching lies, of
course, in the hands of the
teaching faculty . Not in the
hands of a reporter, or editor.
The students ar free to drop a
course, or to get an "incomplete" almost at their will. So
why all this "wailing and
gnashing of teeth?" Is the
school paper to take the place
of a psychologist? Are there no
other paths to pursue than that
of a studednt-reporter enmeshed in the happenings of daily

life, who must cancel all that
he has heard when his source
reflects upon the source of his
pay-check?
The
answer
to
these
- questions must be a definite no
-All too often in the past
persons with only their own
welfare at stake have assumed
that the paper is merely a
vehicle for their own discontent. We are open to all. All
thinking persons must have a
path to vary their journeys. But
not at the time and integrity of
their fellow students and
teachers .
Bob Paprocki

guest editorial

lSA Rebuttal
This article is being written .in response to the
janitor's very dramatic and overly-exaggerated
article in the last PRINT edition, "Sorority Girls _
Retire in Disgust" . It is in our opinion very
unfair.
It is true that the cafeteria and the megaforms
are unduly messy, but the only organization that
the janitor mentioned throughout the entire
article was L.S.A. This is probably because those three letters have become very well-kn.own on
campus and not for what he called our
"garbage-covered table", but because he's
probably heard that we are one of the most
active organizations at Northeastern .
For one thing, by mentioning L.S.A . in the
article it sounds like our entire sorority .was
sitting in the cafeteria on th is particular day. In
reality there were only a few girls there and they
were keeping watch over the articles left there
by some other sisters still in class . There are no
signs posted as to· what time the North dining
hall closes, so how is anyone to know? Also the
janitors close up that side anytime they feel like ,
it. This is anytime between 2:30 and 5:00 p.ril .
When this janitor was approached about
submitting such a slanderous article, he told us
that he didn't care what we did about it, and we
could have his job for all it mattered to him. We
don't want his job. Maybe he just doesn't like
what his occupation entails and this is his way;
of taking out his frustrations, by writing articles
in the PRINT.
If it were any other table in the cafeteria he
would have nothing to say because he doesn't
know who sits there or who those people are,
but because he does know where our table is he
starts to point a finger and call us and our
sorority names. That picture was made to look
like it was our table, especially where we have
pledges we have one of the cleanest tables on
the North side.
If you're talking about dirt then what do you
call all that mudslinging?
You're right, Mr. Janitor, we are burned, very
burned, and this is just to show you that we can
write an article the PRINT can publish too. But
we've all got our jobs. Yours is to clean up the
cafeteria and ours is to come here for an
education . So why don't we both get to our jobs
and stop this petty bickering _

•
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Several people have asked, " Why was the PRINT so small last
· Friday?" We didn't mean to shake you up .. . The staff has decided i
1, to publish on Wednesdays . In order to make the transition to
Wednesdays, we put -out our little four-pager Friday devoting .it
completely to the programs of University in · Action Week and
Performing Arts Week .
PRINT will publish weekly on Wednesdays . DEADLINE WILL
''
STILL BE ON THE FRIDAY PRECEDING WEDNESDAY'S ISSUE. ,
'

:
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FORENSICS UNION
TENTATIVE T0URNAMENT.....SCHEDULE
Fall Trimester, ,1972-1973
Wisconsin State University,
Whitewater, Wisconsin

Oct. 7

University of South Dakota,
Vermillion, South Dakota

Oct. 14

Eastern Illinois University ,
Charleston, Illinois

Oct. 13-14

Central Michigan University,
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan

Oct. 19-21

University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Oct. 27

Heidelberg College,
Tiffin, Ohio

Oct. 28

Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana

Nov. 11

Bradley University,
Peoria, Illinois

Nov. 16-18

Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana

Nov. 16-18

Carthage College,
Kenosha, Wisconsin

Dec. 2

Butler University,
Indianapolis, Indiana

Dec. 2

Wisconsin State University,
Whitewater, Wisconsin

Dec. 9-9

Certification To
Teach in Chicago

Debate

In order to be permanently
assigned to teach in a Chicago
Public school, the applicant
Oral Reading
must su cc essfully pass an
Clinic
appropriate examination and
apply for an interview (the ·
Debate
" orals ") by a given date
determined by the Board of
Examiners. · The
Placement
Debate
Office has just received an
announ cement of interest to
Dec . 1972 teacher education
'Debate
graduates interested in teachfng in the Chi cago Public
· Schools .
Individual Events
Friday, O ct. 20, 1972, is the
· deadline for applying to the
Board of _Exami.nef.? 0 The
application , sometimes called
Debate
the " application for the orals"
is the ex. 5 form and is
Debate and
available at the Placement
Individual Events Office . It requires several
documents such as a birth
certificate, partial transcript
Debate
plus evidence of courses in
progress, etc. Interested aplndividual Events plicants should not delay
completing th[s application . '
The complete list of teaching
certificates one can apply for is
Debate
posted on the Placement
bulletin board . English, MatheDebate a_nd
matics, Kg. P, Elementary Gr.
Individual Events 3-8, Foreign Languages (Spanish, German and F~ench) are

HARD HAT WRITES NOVEL
A resident of the northwest
suburb of Rolling Meadows,
Richard Robey, is one of the
nine graduates of the UWW.
His intention in participating in
the program was " primarily to
write a novel. " Robey attended
college at one time, but didn't
receive a degree. So this
Bachelor's degree at-large was
an added incentive.
He spent a total of three
trimesters in writing the novel.
However, besides • the actual

writing, Robey did bibliographic essays comparing main
themes of literature and
religion . Mr. Liebow, Chairman
of the English Department,
served as his on-campus
advisor along with an outside
one .
According to Robey, UWW
differs from the traditional four
year degree program in that
"you study whatever you want
to study." It took him six or

Bi-Lingual
Scholarships

seven months to write his
novel dealing with a . sexual
theme which is supp~sed to be
in non-publishable form, and
he has no intentions of
submitting his creative writing
project to anyone.
•'
Robey was asked why he
chose Northeastern to take up
creative writing , and he
responded, " I wanted a degree.
This seemed like the least
compromising way of gettingcl
degree ." After graduation,
young Robey plans to return to
his construction job.

among subject areas included .
NOT included are Biology,
History and Geography . Biology majors may however
consider the General Science
certificate . They have a choice
of two examinations they may
write. Fu r,thermore, if a
regularly assigned teacher has
one certificate, it is very simple
to obtain another. All the
applicant need do is have one
year of satisfactory teaching,
and then write the teaching
area examination of the new
certificate desired. No further
" orals" are required for a
second certificate . Full particulars for th is group of
applicants, Group 11 , are
available in the Pla~ement
Office.
Interested students will also
find an announcement relating
to the TEMPORARY teaching
certificate in such areas of
interest to History,· Geography,
-Biology and other teachers . For
full
particulars
and · all
necessary forms, packets, etc.
please see the Placement
Office.
All September student teachers also received a lett~r
requesting attendance at special seminars scheduled by the
Placement Office. The agenda
at each meeting will cover
teacher certification, credentials and job information . A
special representative of the
Chicago Public schools will
also be present to discuss
Chicago certification and
employment. Other students
who are not currently student
teaching may also attend if
they wish . For further information listing date, time and
location, see either the Placement bulletin_board or stop at
the Office in the Portable-west.

Deadline: Voter
Registration
Those persons living in the
City of Chi cago and non-residents who have not as . yet
registered to vote, please take
note of the following informatioo .
In order to be eligible to
vote in the upcoming November elections , Chi cago residents
must register with their home
precinct on the final day,
Tuesday O ct. 10. To find out
where your home precinct is
located, call for information at
DE 2-3050.
Residents of towns other
than Chicago but in Cook
County, are asked to register at
the County Building downtown, next to the City Hall, on
Tuesday Oct. 10. O ct. 10 is the
registration deadline for both
city and non-city residents .

Student
Volunteer Drive
The McGovern For President
campaign
has
begun
a
statewide drive to get student
volunteers in the campaign .
Students are badly needed to
do canvassing, voter registration and other organizational
work .
" Thousands of students are
already doing vital work for the
campaign, " Illinois Student
Coordinator Ed Tanzman said .
" Many ·more volunteers are
needed if George McGovern is
to replace Richard Nixon .
"We hope to have 100,000
students working in the field
by election day. "
Students who want to work
for McGovern-Shriv er c an
contact Tanzman at 73 W .
Monroe in Chicago or call
263-7607, collect.

RESEARCH MATERIALS

All Topics
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
g1•~•;ty res.earch papers. Eacl1St
$1.IIO ti CIYlr plStl(I IU !11111111...

RESEARCH UNLIMlnD

A Pe-nny
for Your
Mandala

519 CLENROlifi .i-E., SUITE 203
LOS ANKLES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
"We need a local salesman••

Mand ala, anyone? Sounds like a game,
does n't it? Well it could be considered that, but
it's also a very peaceful w ay of clearing your
head and helping you r thoughts roam. You start ·
w ith a po in t, and work out from there in a
circul ar pattern free hand no rul ers,
compasses, etc.
They can be done just about anyw here. Even
without pehc i I and paper you can concentrate
on con stru ction s of the form in your head.
The illustrated mandala is ca ll ed W AM I
(Western Ave nue M and ala, #1) done on the bus
Thursday mornin g. Let's see someone do better
th an that !! !!
Frankli n M. Osanka (left ) witnesses the sign ing th is month of legislation
provid ing sc holarship fo r train ing of bi-lingual teachers fo r Spa nish-Speaking
childre n in Illinois. Also wintessing t he sign ing by Govern or Ogilvie is Alphonse
Gonza les, Universi ty of Ill inois - Chicago Circle Ca mpu s se nior.

Governor Ogilvie recently lege students who do not speak
signed into law Illi nois House Engli sh, in order to help them
Bill 4422 whi ch pr.ovides 300 gain profi cien cy in English .
grants and scholarships to Maxi mum moneta ry aw ards
individuals w ho are bi-lingual · amou nt to $1 ,200 per schoo l
and whose backgrou nd does • year. However, awiud s are
not all ow them to become limi ted up to 4 semesters or 6
qu arters, which is the equivace'rtified .
lent of two years .of co ll ege
The grants wi ll also be w ork. Recipients are required
ava ilable to prospective col- to teach for at least two years.

The only things inflationary about it are the tires.
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GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
Open ·e ves .
BR 5• 3500
Closed Sun . 8
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"MONKEY
BUSINESS"
& "THE
CO CONUTS"
ATTENDAN T THEA TRE P ARKING

AT RE DUCE D RA TES

TRUCKIN'
IN EUROPE
by Susan Walther
Last summer I spent six months 'tru ckin' through Europe. It
has got to be the fastest, easiest, cheapest and best way to travel
over there, especially if you 're a girl. When I left Chicago last
spring with my 25 pounds of knapsack on my back , I had money
enough to fly or go by train ala student I.D. fares anywhere I
wanted . But, after my two month stay in London , I was primed
'continental' and took off one morning with some Canadiens on
the back of a Honda 650 Wild-Cat to thumb all over the land.
England has been catering to 'Tru ckers' and hikers for many
years due t9 their lack of transportation to all the small and out
of reach places there. And for those that stay in Youth Hostels
for the night, one would either hike miles to get to them or catch
a lift. The English are very responsive to giving lifts because they
want people to see their countryside, to know all about their
land and their heritage and to have a good nights r~t. They
especially like foreigners, Americans, who speak the same
language and can tell them more about whats going on in the
Un ited States . I had a ride with an old country doctor in Wales
who talked on and on about how much he wanted to go to the
United States and vi si t Florida . He had a special interest in the
surfing and the oranges and would spend his whole time basking
in the hot sun along the coast. .I can see why he would want the
sun, as England sees all of three full weeks of it in the summer
and Wales , _up in the North, even less. Then I told him about
California!
Its best to hitch out of London by taking the 'tube' (subway) ,
or bus to the furthest point out of the city and near one of the
M roads . Rules for hitching on the M roads, which are like our
freeways only smaler, are about the same as they are here. You
can't thumb on the road itself, but only on the entry and exit
ramps. You ·can be pretty sure of catching a good lift from a
' lorry', (truck), as the drivers always welcome companions . I rode
with a chap from Birmingham in a lorry on its way to Liverpool
and he kept a journal of all his riders. He had given I ifts to people
from all over the world and was especially proud of the two
Japanese fellows he had picked up two days before. He had
everyone take his address and promise, upon entering the cab,
that they would send him a postcard with a unique stamp from
their country, as his 9 year old son had a collection.
One thing about traveling via M roads is that a lot of people
do and sometimes there will be 8 or 10 people already waiting at
the entry. Another hiker rule is that the first person to arrive is
the first to get. the lift, if the .driver will take him or as many
people as will fit. I always tried to get onto the smaller roads,
when I was ·well out of London , because then l could hit all the
small tOWJlS and was certain to get a quick lift. You rarely see
the countryside on the M roads and then they only go as far as
midscotland, for those heading to Loch Ness.
When I went over to the Isle of Skye in Scotland, l caught a
lift from a couple who were also taking the ferry over and as
they charge for the auto's only, it was a free ride across . This
same trick works when going over from Holyhead to Ireland, a
ride onto the ferry can save anywhere from $3 to $15 depend ing
)n where you land and what time of the day you go, as some
:errys are passenger only and you usually have to pay .
When I got to France, after my six weeks of hiking all over the
sles I was really scared to hitch by myself, as I know " un peu
ran cais" and noth ing more than " sprec hen sie Deutsch" in
~erm an . I was all set to take trains, but the first place I was
1eaded for, Mont St. M iche l, on the Northern coast of France,
vas inaccess ibl e by rail and I just had to see that cathedral. Very
~arl y the next morning, I was stanping o n the road , with a brand
1ew road map (S hell will send you a map of any country free),
: lutch ed in my hand , a look of fierce determination on my face,
rnd my lines" Je vais a Mont St. M ichel " being said over and
wer again in the top of my head . Minutes later a car stopped
rnd I got in , spoke my part, and was off to the , best week of
1itchhiking I had done yet. The Fren ch have quite a friendly way
about them , that most Americans fai l to find among Parisian cab
drivers and waiters . It was so funny to watc h them exp laining
with their hands, ye llin g to me whic h way was best to go . I
couldn't understand them , but I was always placed on the ri ght
road out of a town and usually in the best spot to catch a ride .
The men, (most of my lifts were with men travelling alone
between c iti es on business ; salesmen , tru ck drivers, rarely
vacation ers, and I was never once picked up by a lady), would
always stop alon g the way at a cafe for a cup of coffee or a
glass of wine. This gave me a great chan ce to really get to see
the peopl e of Fran ce, to talk to them about how beautiful the
country was, how good the food was , and then I would tell them
in my brken French , that I was a student doing studies while I
t raveled, that I lived in Chi cago, and that I had been in England .
Guys hitchin g were usually very wise to travel with a female
companion because males alo ne or in groups were rarely given
l~fts Girls are still very influential people among the Europeans,
wh ether it be Fran ce. or Germany, Spain or Italy . It was only
after a month and a half of trucki ng through France,
Switzerla nd, up and dow n Germany twice, and Holland that I
finally got tired. I averaged about ten different rides a day, so in
the end , when I went by train it was an app reciated comfort .
The other modes of transportation in Eu rope, are a compl ete ly
d ifferent deck of cards , but can be cheap too, prov iding you
know all the ang les . It takes supe r confidence and a lot of false
naivete to stay out of troub le and keep truckin' free and easy ,
the on ly way to go.
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GODSPELL
by Paula Levy
(Conceived and created by John-Mi chael
Tebelak Music and new words by Stephen
Schwart~, Directed by Howard L. Sponseller, Jr.)
On Sept. 19, the Studebaker Theater opened
its arms and doors wide to welcome Chicago
audiences to a " musical ce lebration of life, love,
and laughter" better known as GODSPELL. The
play is based on the Gospel According to St.
Matthew and the title itself is an archaic form of
the word 'gospel '.
Touted as the "greatest mu sical attraction
since HAIR", one might expect GODSPELL to be
similarly irreverent, topical and outspoken . It is
not. In fact, it is a I ight romp through the
teachings of Christ that merely ski ms along the
surface and never stops long. enough to get its
feet wet. If it did it might get stuck in the mud .
GODSPELL's biggest problem is its credibility
gap. It wants us to believe that a young man can
spread hope and happiness among the poor and
downtrodden with a few parables, some
contemporary songs, and dashing good looks.
Christ's threats of Hell are more like threats of
going to bed without supper. Of course, since
his disciple-s follow him around like
four-year-old children, it may be appropriate .
Even if you accept all this as clever symbolism
and become caught, as you will be, in the
sparkling web of the actors, enthusiasm, you
could easily be disillusioned . After an entire first
act of peace, love and do unto your brother as
you would have him do unto you , the second
act opens with Jesus and his followers gleefully
driving the hypocrites out of the synagogue . The
sandal of hypocrisy fits many feet. One bright
spot, though , is that all the characters are
dressed in clown costumes , leaving the
poss .. ,ility op~n that the whole thing is one big
circus and all of us are clowns . And that, my
friends, is quite credible.
In any play dealing with the life and death of
Christ; the age of the plot must be taken into
account.' But although the story dates back, 1972
years, the jokes are at least a thou sand years
older. The puns: evoke monstrous groans from
the audience and nostalgia runs rampant everything from vaudeville routines to the
Rockettes .
The real disappointment of GODSPELL is the
thought of what it could have done to strike a
blow for relevant, innovative theater. The talent
is certainly there. The staging, directing, and
cos tumes are fabulous, achieving a perfect
blend of light, color, and movement. Stephen
Schwartz's mu sic is perhaps the show's best
asset. The original coast album won the
Grammy Award as Best Mu sica l and the song
" Day By Day" has become a hit si ngle.
GODSPELL is blessed with more great singers
than I have ever seen in any musical. Dan Stone,
as Jesus, p layed the role in both New York and
Boston. JoAnn Brown-El , a native of Chicago's
W est Side, has performed in both the Chicago
Compa ny and the Midwest tou r of " The M e
Nobody Knows". Sammy Chester, also fro m the
W est Side, was last seen on NBC-TV's " The New
Performers 71" and in " Faust" at the Ki ngston
Min es Theatre. Karl a Jayne deVito is a graduate
of the Second City Children's Theatre . Richan:!
Gilliland is a student at the Goodman School of
the Artl nstitute and was a member of the Illinois

Free Street Theatre. Joe Mantegna, a native of
Cicero and a graduate of Goodman , played
Berger in the Chicago produ ction of " Hai r".
Carol M cGill , from the South Side, is now
attending Goodman and also was a member of
the Free Street Theatre. Jim Parks, of Evanston,,
is lead singer with a jazz trio, the " Dorians".
Patri cia Smith appeared in the Tokyo produ ction
of " Hair" and the Chgo . production of " The M e
Nobody Knows". Fran Udi tsky, a native of
Lin col nwood , was featured in the Chi cago
produ ction of " Jacq ues Brei is Alive and W ell
and Livin g In Paris" and toured with the show
for over 2½ yea rs.
The cas t itself is worth the pri ce of admiss io n
and, despite its drawbacks, GODSPELL is pure
entertainment. It has some beautiful tou ches
and it does teach us a few important things . So
go to the Studebaker, march on stage during
intermission and drink some w ine, join in the
standing ovation, · and get happy. It looks like
life, love and laughter are going to be here for a
long, long time .

r-:OMECOMING!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6

6 :30 PM

Parade and judging of floats around
the cafeteria.

7:00 PM
8:30 PM

Basketball game in the Gym .
FREE dance in the North Cafeteria .
YOU MUST PRESENT YOUR ID CARD
GET INTO THE DANCE. You may
bring one guest with you . The election
of the HOMECOMING QUEEN will be
held at the dance.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7

7:30 PM

Northeastern Illinois University Eagles
play the Harper Junior College Hawks
in a football game in the Elk Grove
High School Stadium .

it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it

Steve Goodman
To Do Benefit
Ch icago's own 'Earl ', Steve
Goodman , will do a ben efit
performance for t he Ame ri can
Friends Service Committee
Wednesday, O ctober 18, 1972,
7 :30 p .m . at St. Jam es
Cathedral 65 E. Huron .
Steve will be featu red along
- with Fred Holstein , Ed Hol ste in
and Tom Dundee.
The American Friends Service Committee is a no n-profit
organization whi ch undertakes
programs of relief, service and
education , ministering to both
th e physical . and sp iri tua l
needs of men and wom en. Its
work is made possible by the
generou s cooperation of persons of all fa it hs, races, and
nati o naliti es .
Tickets are $3.00 if purchased at AFSC, 407 S. Dea rborn ,
bu t CCAB by spec ial arrangement with Ameri ca n Fri en d s
has them available for $2 .50
for Northeastern Students at
room E-205 above t he cafeteri a.

, UNCLE DAN'S
arm y navy surp lu s
is coming!
Hitching along the German auto bahn .
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by Cathy

Jones

by Paula. Levy
"and the people bowed and prayed to the neon gods they made"
•• • Paul Simon

On the corner of State & Madison at exactly 12 noon, tens of
thousands of people stood patiently, waiting. All eyes were turned
toward the speakers' stand on which stood a wooden podium and
a dozen empty chairs . A good-looking man stepped up to put a
glass and a pitcher of water on the podium. Everybody cheered.
He smiled and waved . Too bad we didn't know his name. He
would have been nominated for Cook County Coroner on the
spot. A banjo and trombone ensemble, dressed in red and white
striped shirts and straw hats, played · patriotic songs - mostly
Irish.
I was separated from the grandstand by two rows of people, a
row of strategically placed street blockades, a row of pol icemen ,
and a street light. To my left a young man stood on tiptoe,
holding a camera up in the air and clicking the shutter madly. To
my right a man with a grizzly grey beard and thick-lensed glasses
puffed a cigar. A tiny old woman was behind me, her monstrous
handbag imbedded in my back. The last time I looked, I had not
been able to see wh~re the people ended . They stretched out into
eternity in monotonous waves broken only by Wc!ving sings and
banners procla iming " Young Voters for McGovern/ Shriver" .
" W alker for Governor". " Boycott Lettuce" and · " Support Gay
Liberation" : It rained .·
On the· corner of State & Madison at exactly 12:15 p.m . tens of
thousands of people stood indignantly, waiting. The rain had
stcipped for a while but it would return . Mothers who wanted to
get their kids to a dry department store,clerks who decided that
they had better things to do with their lunch hour, and shoppers
who had been trying to cross the street were all stuck in the
crowd . Either we all -left, or nobody left. It was a demonstration of
community and togetherness seldom witnessed in our great city.
Suddenly a joyous shout rose from the other side of the crowd ,
Here they come! The chairs on the grandstand were speedily filled
by a group of supposedly important Chicago people, but nobody
k-new w ho the hell they were - and who the hell cared anyway.
Finally, McGovern, Walker, Kennedy and Daley walked on . The
crowd went wild, the band played, and the men o n the platform
smiled and waved..
Mayor Daley made some remarks about " all these dedicated
men and- women standing t,ere in the rain" . (Ah , bu t Dick, we
couldn' t move if we wanted to.) Then he introduced Ted
Ken nedy. The ovation was tremendous and the truth was out.
These people had not come to see Boss Daley, their mayor, nor
had t hey come to · see liberal George McGovern , poss ibly their
next pres ident. They w anted Kennedy, a man who represents a
state half a country away, a man who decl ined to run for
president, but a man w ith charm and most of all , a man with a
name. He proceeded to thank his "great friend " Mayor Daley and
then went through the Illinois Democratic ticket, spewing
compli ments like they were going out of style. He called Roman
Puci nski " Mayor Pucinski " and we forgave him . He told us what a
wonderful city we live in and we believed him . Seeing that the
rain was beginning to fall in earn.es.t, he cut his speech short, and
we loved him.
M cGovern spoke of ending the war, of taxes,. inflation, and
Nixon. He heaped praises upon Daley and told us how important
Chi cago was to his victory . Somehow we already knew.
Daley and his guests were given big, black umbrellas.
M cGovern had a pitcher of water, and a glass. It rained . Hard.

This Thursday the Women's Studies Program
is sponsoring WOMEN'S DAY .
Big deal, huh?
Yes, VERY BIG DEAL! ,
It is about time that the women on this
campus started getting together and showing all
of us what they can do - and how well they are
at their " thing". There is little news presented on
this campus directed at what the women (which
compose approx. 60% enrollment) are engaged
in .
For example: How · many people outside of
gym jocks know that our women's volleyball
team came in first place last year? Or that
Northestern is the first state institution to offer a
Women's Studies Program (one of a very few in
the country) . Or that women on campus are
organizing together to fight to keep Women's
Studies in existance against "male dominated"
odds. Or that quite a few women on campus are
damn good poets, writers , musicians, artists,
vocalists, gymnists, debaters, and TEACHERS.
It's about time!
So, this Thursday
(tomorrow) from
12 :00-4 :00 p .m . in D-113 women at
Northeastern have put together the following
afternoon .
12:00-1 :00 - " Poetry of Black Womanhood"
by Ann Smith. Ann is the Presidential Assistant
to President Sachs.
1:00-2 :00 - "Images of Women in Art" by
Jean Gillies. Jean is a faculty member of the ·Art.
Department. Her presentation is a slide show,
which has gained popularity around the campus .
2:00-3 :00 - POETRY READING . This reading

UNCLE DAN'S
army navy surph.!s
is coming!

Want YOOGA or KARATE? SHINSUNDO
offers

both ,

and more . Student

rate

$15/ month (2/ wk). FREE DEMO Saturdays,
2-4

pm .

i nte rn at ion ai

Institute

Shinsundo, 3315 N . Cl ark , #525-7655.

Oct. 18 Expression issue. Submit poems,
short proses or arts by Oct. 13.

of

PRINT OFFICE

includes the work of Barb Ulman, Effie
M ihopoulos, Claire Patano and Carolyn Salerno.
All of these women are students past and
present.
3:00-3 :45 PANEL DISCUSSION OF
WOMEN'S STUDIES. This feature is a panel
composed of students and faculty from
Northeastern . As you know courses on women
have been offered (or , are being offered) in
several departments on 'campus, including
Sociology, History, A_rt, and English. It is hoped
that the state will fund the Women's Studies
Program so that we may widen our base and
offer courses FROM THE PROGRAM in many
other fields, such as Biology, Psychology,
Antrhopology, Music, etc.
3:45-4 :00 - "Susie Goes to College" - This
is a guerilla theater skit about a women's
initiation to " college" life. The skit will be
performed by women in the Studies Program ,
and proves to be a most interesting topic (as
well as a most interesting performance!)
Then in the evening, from 7:00-10:00 in the
North Dining Hall the WOMEN'S LIBERATION
ROCK BAND will play . The band is noted for
" womanized" versions of stereotyped rock
music.
\
I sincerely hope that all of you women and
men out there will take a few minutes, (or
hours) out of the drudge of classroom life to
stop in and see what the women of this campus
have put together.
Women, we can learn, enjoy and experience
from each other.
See you on the 5th!

.'
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EC8
eastern Administration. The
by Cory Camallieri
Dean expressed much interest
For the last several weeks, - and offered his co-operation.
there has been · attention
Northeaste rn provides a
concerned with opening a favorable atmosphere with
recycling center at Northeast- verbal and philosophical supern. It all began when a port, but the recycling center
representative from EARTH must have active members to
Reclamation Center, contacted organize ad operate it's
Doctor Mosa Qutub, of the facility .
Earth Science Department.
EARTH Reclamation Center
EARTH Reclamation Center is looking for Northeastern
is a collection agency for stude nts who want to organize
recyclable materials. The non- an d operate a Recyc ling
profit organization has exper- Center. The center can operate
ienced much success in the at a profit and will provide a
ecology field· since it's early modest income. EARTH Reclayear opening, and is now · mation Center desires this
collecti ng 20 tons of recyclable money return to the students
materials weekly. Since it is as scholarships, grants or
now apparent that a recyc lin~ wages.
center can succedecf in a
In forthcoming PRINT issues,
1...nIcago community, EARTH is there wi ll be a series of articles
organizing recycling centers in exposing our Ecology dilemma.
surrounding communities.
All persons who wish to
Dr. Qutub, expressed optim- participate in the recycling
ism concerning the feas ibility !center, please contact Cory
of a Northeastern Recylcing Camallieri, at the offices of
Center. He felt that students EARTH · Reclamation Center,
were quite aware of the 3849 N . Lincoln Ave ., Chicago,
pollution problem and would Illinois 60618. Phone: 935participate in a Recycling 7820. Hours : Mon. , Tues .,
program .
Wed ., & Fri . noon - 6 p.m .
Dean Howenstine was then Thurs. noon - 9 p.m. Sat. 10
contacted in hopes of receiv- a.m. - 4 p.m .
ing approval from the North-

Culture
Week

I
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reactions
by ART LANGE
UNI poets are asked once again to submit
their poetry both for this column and the
Expressions issue of the PRINT. The first
Expressions issue of this trimester will be
published Oct. 18. Deadline for any poetry,
short prose, artwork or photographs will be
Friday Oct. 13.
Over the summer, lack of an audience caused
the last two scheduled Ad Hoc poetry readings
to be cancelled . The series will resume
sometime in October. Any poets wishing to
read, or anyone wishing more information
should leave a note in the Print Office.
This weeks poem is by Nei 1· Hackman .

She talks a foul language outside
of the area in which I'm used to playing,
(2 men selling edibles and singing our song}
Those towers of light cast harsh beams through
the broken clouds, My memory is overcast
where the holes I hide in are dug out of dust,
They 're playing a tune on the union stand,
the organ with no substance the player
with no face,
It is night for the anthem of the sun,
These oxidated hulls of vessels in th e stagnat fluid
where the zinc mines where,
.
(I promised· myself I would nev~r strike her but the fire
slowly burned}
In 1896 the cultivation of black currants was prohibited
and pine trees grew along the streams,

"Have Gun Will
Francisco . .. "

Travel,

wire

Paladin

San

My perfect union is an electrochemical process
because the rate of electrons is depressed though
not immune to the sun '.r negative rays,

How many of you remember this slogan from
t he call ing card used by Paladin the hired
gunman in "Have Gun Will Travel", and Flas h
Gordan fighting Ming the Merciless, and fightin g
the forest people in the Temple of Kalu or
befriending the (laymen of Mars? If westerns or
sci-fi wasn' t your bag you might remember
"Ozzie and Harriet" or Lassie. All these shows
and more will be aired over Northeastern' TV
station during POP* ** CULTURE*** WEEK. The
place to see these old television shows is one
the TV sets on the wall outside the auditorium .
But that's not all!
On Tuesday, O ct. 10, the north dining hall
will harbor a " Rock and Roll Revival " conducted
by Dr. J. Fred MacDonald of Northeastern's
History Department. Dr. MacDonald teaches a
course entitled " The History of Pop Culture"
which will be offered again this winter. Dozens
of albums and 45's of rock and roll hits will be
given away as door prizes Tuesday. Then on
Wednesday from 5:00 till 10:00 P.M. all 13
chapters of the Flash Gordan serial will be
screened in the auditorium . There will be a 47c
admission cha rge to cove r the cost of film
rental.
There will also be an art exhibit for Pop
Culture Week in the Library windows, from Oct.
9 through the 13. Some of the things that will be
on display are: pulp magazines dating from
1920-1940, Big Little Books dating from
1930-1950, comic books from World War 11 to

This pen, this T. V.,
I'm confined to lines that surround me.
by Neil Hackman

present day underground comics , a stereoscopic
view er with sc enes , e l ec tri c trains, old
recordings, and the Edison cylind er.

The complete sc hedul e o f POP CULTURE
WEEK is as follows:

MONDAY, OCT. 9
12:00 noon - The lone Ranger on TV sets in
front of aud.
8:00 p.m . Mort Sahl; political satirist,
" quickist comic mind in America", UNI students
free, general admission $2 .00, in aud .

TUESDAY, OCT.10
1:00 p.m . - on TV, Have Gun Will Travel.
2:00 p.m . - on TV , Sgt. Preston of the Yukon.
2:00-5 :00 p.m . - The Second Annual Rock
and Roll Revival , North Dining Hall, admission
free.
8:00 p.m . - Tom Sawyer, performed by the
Smithsonian Puppet Theatre , in the aud,
admission free .

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11
12 :00 noon - on TV , Sheena, Queen of the
Jungle.
5:00-10 :00 p.m . Th e full series of Flash
Gordan, in the aud , admi ssion , 47c.

THURSDAY, OCT. 12
UNCLE DAN'S

1:00 p.m. - on TV, Ozzie and Harriet plu s
Our Miss Brooks.

FRIDAY, OCT. 13

army navy surplus
12:00 noon is com ing

on TV, lassie

LIBRARY Pop Culture display case can be
viewed all week . Pop Culture Week is sponsored
• by CC~B.
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Linda and Ike Review

M ARJOE
by Ike
Starting Friday, September
22, at the Playboy theater is a
new and exciting documentary
Marjoe. It shows the life of the
Pentecostal Minisfer Marjoe
Cortner.
Marjoe, a name which is a
cross between Mary and
Joseph, was train'ed by his
mother and father from infancy to be a minister1 He was the
youngest ordained' minister in
the world at age: 4. Marjoe,
now in his 20's, ; is tired of
being a minister; but more
than that he is tired of preying
upon people'daith in order to
get their money.
Marjoe follows Marjoe's life
from very early on and shows
how he was forced to read the
Bible and practice his sermons. It tells how he was
trained, much the same way
that "an actor trains, to become
a powerful and convincing
"Bib le thumper".
Marjoe explains his reasons
for becoming a minister were
very simple. MONEY. As a
minister he sells everything
from kisses to,· handkerchiefs
which are SUP.posed to cure
drug addictio~. His ministry
made heaven I a place which
costs $20 an acre. To watch
this man work on audience is
sheer
poetry .
He
plays

Marjoe with host in Kupcinet on Kup's Show (Photo by Joe Weinshenker).

constantly upon the fears of
the congregation is order to
loosen their wallets and thus
lighten their souls. As he struts
up and down the aisles ' of the
prayer meetings a hand mike in
one hand and magic handkerchief in the other he has to
remind you of Mick Jagger,
with th.e face of a demented
little boy .

draw some parellels
to
To tell you any more would
whatever faith he practices or
be to rob you of the excitement
practiced.
and the horror of watching a
It's worth the price of a
group of everyday, normal
people turned into writhing, • ·ticket to go · down to the
Playboy to see this new film. It
wriggling, shaking, and quaking idiots.
is the first film, in documentary style, which exposes the
Marj oe just happens to be
biggest money-machine in the
about t he Pentecosta l Faith but
world, Religion .
I'm su re t hat anyone who goes
to se this movie will be able to

" Praise the Lord and pass the
pQ.!_atoes. " Marjoe is the true
story oJ a miracle boy wonder
who miraculously received the
calling to preach at the age of
four, with the help of hi's
obsessed preacher parents.
This movie is an exploitation df
his early chi·ldhood devoted
totally to " Preaching for
Profit". Through the dedicatioh
of his -mother, Marjoe believes
he brought in for them $3
million of which he sa~
nothing.
I
Marjoe takes us throu~h
actual services for a look at tliie
operation of ministry con-me~,
who travel the country, li~e
gypsies, preaching the philosophy, "If you sincerely anq I
mean sincerely believe th'en
get out your check books a'nd
prove it to the Lord. "
1
Marjoe exposes himself and
the
fraud
behind
false
preachers to show that -the
public again has been duded,
this time by fast talking b,1ble
men who hang guilt over those
heads hesitant in handing ~ver
their bills.
Marjoe's preaching act is a la
Mick Jagger, complete lwith
jumping, gyrating and general
hysteria! of the audi~nce .
Could he be the Messiah the
world has been waitin fcpr?

Lind~ Ozag -

BASEBAI:I: WRAP-UP
J
by M ike Kessleman

554 at bats. He is second to

As t he baseba II season
slowly sinks into the west, I
would like to take a final look
at , accomplishments of ou r
Chicago entries into melange
of events . Taking a look at t he
most current statistics, Chicago
is well represented amongst
th~ leaders in both leagues for
the batting crowns.
Over on the South Side of
town a muscular young man
and sometimes horse fancier
named Dick Allen is batting his
way not only into our hearts,
but to the Most Valuable
Player award in the American
League . He is third in the
batting derby, sporting a most
respectable .309 batting average for the season, possessing
155 hits in 502 at bats. In the
other departments, he is the
runaway leader; having a bulge
of seven home runs, with his
new White Sox record of 37
roundtrippers . The old record
of 33 which was owned by the
injured Bill Melton was done in
two concesutive seasons, '70
and '71.
In the Runs-Batted-In depa(tment he is also a runaway
leader, with 112 "ribbi es" .
Allen holds a lead of 18 r.b.i .
over
the . second
place
Mayberry of Kansas City.

Johnny Benth of Cincinnatti in
r.b .i.'s with 117, which is four
off the league leading pace. He
is thi rd in Home Runs, with 35,
three behind Nate Colber of
San Diego and four behind
Johnny Bench. Williams is also
considered as a favorite for the
Most Valuab le Player award in
the National League. This
would be another feather in
Billy's hat, to match the others
which he has received since b
ecoming a Cub standout. Other
accomplishments he holds are
being named Rookie of the
Year, having played in more
consecutive games than any
other player in the National
League, plus a host of others.

Traveling northward to the
"friendly confines" we see that
" Sweet" Billy Williams is
making a good run at the
Triple Crown. He leads in
batting average with a . :>,6
average, assessing 186 hits in

Now for a look at the teams
performances in general. The
White Sox have climbed from
the depths of the American
League West to make a solid
run at the pennant in their
division. They have Chuck
Tanner as their manager, who
most certainly will be named
Manager of the Year in the A.L.
As of this writing they have an
83-64 record for a . 565
perce~age. They are just 4
games in back of Oakland in
the standings, however, with so
few games remaining, it seems
almost impossible for them to
overtake the Athletic's .
The Cub's on the other hand
have compi led a record that is
very simi lar to that of the Sox,
but are •ar off the pace in the
Natio1 ,di League East. They ar~

Boston Red Sox
_

- _-Oakland Athletics (4 games)

Oakla.nd Athletics
Oak land (6 games)
Pittsburgh Pirates ]
--Pittsburgh Pirates (3 games)
Cincin natti Reds
relegated to another respectable but by now, somewhat
bori ng second place .finish.
They have compiled an 82-66
record fo r a .554 percentage .
However one bright note, and
a little cut to the cynics who
think the Cubs should trade
way all their regulars and start
over is that since Whitey
Lockman has taken over at the
helm the Cubs have played
almost even with the Pirates.
The Cubs have compiled a

·
36-22 record to the Pirate's
38-22 record . If Lockman had
been in charge all season long,
the race could have been quite
a different story.
So, as we go down to the
wire most of the playoff births
pretty well sewn up, except for
the A.L. East, where Boston
and Detroit are fighting it out.
Boston currently leads Detroit
by three percentage points . I
think personally that Boston
will take it in that division.

I'm picking Oakla nd because
of their superior pitching . With
their frontliners of Holtzman,
Blue, Odom , and Huner, I feel
that they will be able to
compensate for the tremendous hitting of the Pirates.
Oakland also has more hitting
than most people think. So,
there it is. The A's in six. If my
predictions don't come out
correct, you will be able to
find me hanging in effigy in
the Print Office.

"Jobs for young people are available in Europe" said Dr. F. X. Gordon, President of Princeton
Research, at a University of Southern California interview yesterday. Just back from Europe he said
"the 300 million people Common Market is booming. On the other hand, he stated , we foresee
continued youth unemployment in the United States until at least October of 1973. U.S.
Corporations are still cutting back personnel and are not planning for replacements.
Although the improvin g U.S. economy will create some jobs, more young people are enter ing the
job seeking market. In fact some 1,300,000 per year. 1973 High School ~rnd College graduates will
face a long search.
We have a program called Jobs Europe, he continued, and guarantee salaried jobs in Switzerland,
England and Belgium, for some 2,000 young people 18 to 29 years of age. These are Summer, Fall,
Winter and Spring jobs as gene ral help (trai nees) in hotels, restaurants, supermarkets, department
stores, steward and stewardess on trains, etc. Board and room are usually provided and friends can
work together if they apply together. Participants arrange their own bargain youth or student fare
transportation and depart anytime to work 2 to 6 months or longer.
Over the past 12 years we have help place more than 10,000 young people in Europe and England"
Gordon concluded.
For free information send a stamped self-addressed business size envelope to Jobs Europe, Box
44188, Panorama City, Cal ifornia 91412.
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1111, PRINT would liq to COIIW Ill
~ club £t organizational events ;,,
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Ow io the limited PRINT staff we
..,,,t al'ways able to find out about

t'VfN' dub or organizational event unti
minute, by then it's too latt, to
pnnt thtlm. If you know vour dub or
or,.niution ia planning II film series ·
party, rNeting, special event,
drop II notfl in our events folder
de~ng the event, the place it's
being held, the time and datfl of the
event. The folder's locatfld on the door.
of. the PRINT office and the PRINT
office is just above the North Dining

tlf! ·•

lite.:

Hal.

Deadlines
Oct: 1 - lat day for GRE .without
paying t:3.50 · lall ,egiatlatiol, fee ·
coniac:t placerwlt office.
PRINT DEADLINE - FRIDAY 4~
PM FOR NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE- -' Tuesday, October 10, 8:00 A.M . till 9:00
P.M . there will be voter registration at
all the local polls. All the precincts will
be open, last chance to register before
the Presidential Election.

A final call to all fulltime UNI
students in good standing who would
' like to join the 1972-73 Hockey Club
before the season starts. Please come
to the meeting this Tuesday, October
10th , in room A-114-116 at 1:00.
I am looking for a babysitter to come to
my home 3 or 4 days a week, full-time
hours 8:30 to 5:15; I don' t mind if two
students apply for the job as I know it
is hard for a college student to give
three or four full days of their time for
such a babysitting job. I have a
14-month old baby girl. I will pay $8 a
day plus lunch. Please call Roselle
Isaacson at 677-7619.
Bartender Wanted : Part-time. Pound
Sterling Pub, 6341 N. Clark. Apply in
person.

Music

Theatre
GODSPELL.:...
Studebaker Theatre, 410 S. Michigan.
Contemporary music and the gospel of
Matthew in this Off-Broadway hit
starring young Chicago talent. Mon. ~
Thur. 8, $5.50-$8; Fri., Sat. 8:30,
16.50-$9; Wed. Sat. mat. 2 .pm,
15-$7. 922-2973.

Film
The Learning Tree - Friday, Oct. 6,
75c with I.D., 7:30 in the aud. Film
sponsored by the CCAB.

Attention all veterans: · Are you
interested in additional benefits from
your bill? Write Congressman Teague,
Chairman of Veteral Affairs ...:. .Suite
11ome Office Building
Washington, ·O.C. 20515. Besides
Congressman Teague, write your own
Representatives and Senators. This is a
NOW thing. You must act immediately!

On Wednesday October 4, the
Kingston Mines Company Store, 2356
N. Lincoln will present Oktober Fest
featuring folk music by Dave Leonard
and Roger Barret. Starts at 9:30 -PM.
Donation $L.

WRNE progressive rock.

FOR SALE: 1967 Triumph Spitfire,
radio/heater, two tops, 6 mo. old
t?attery, good condition. $650 - Offer.
Ca!l685-4531 .

ROOM FOR RENT; Kitchen privileges
for one or two female students. $70.00
a month, call 583-6114. N.W .

Rock Happening: Play group looking
for 3 year old - five children and four
families now involved. Each . family
takes all children one day weekly from
10:30 AM 'till 5:00 PM. Stress on
cooperative play and sense of
community for children . Parents live in
vicinity of UNI. Call 334-6212 .

. Orthondontist Ass't .: 2-6 P.M ., Tues,
Thurs, Fri., 9-1 P.M. Sat. (maybe), Dr.
Bernard Widen, 6420 California ,
338-0444, typing helpful, $2.50 per
hour.

Wanted : one huge map of Chicago,
stolen from the Ride Board. If returned
immediately you are safe. If not, watch
out!

CLERICAL WORK (school Clerk): High
School of Jewish Studies, 5050 Church
Street, Skokie, Ill., Female, Salary $2.00 & up, hours: Mon - Thurs, 4-8,
Sun - 9-1, two or three openings,
contact Mrs. Halstaik, Mon or Thurs
from 4-8, 675-2200.

The Youth Help Center has a 24 hour
crisis phone line that deals with things
like family problems, suicides, dru g
talk downs, runaways, and any other
things that ·people want to talk about.
Right now the Youth Help Center
needs people who are interested in
being trained to answer the crisis
phone. If you are interested in
volunteering, call 929-3553.

MALE - SHIPPING & RECEIVING :
Ruby Sales, 4038 W. Armitage, contact
Mr. Lawrence, 276-5484, part time 8:30 - 1 :30, shipping department Wholesale Phonograph Records, male
preferred.

Male Recreation Leaders, Part Time :
Crafts, swimming (WSI), gameroom,
education, guitar-singing, drama, science. Female Craft Instructor. Wood
Boys Club. 247-0700.

.

1970 / V -W, blue , Low Mileage ,
sunroof, Call Bill after 6:00 at 878-5102.

FACTOR SHOES : 3308 W. Bryn Mawr,
Male - P art T ime, Call for int ~~iew 463-9351, flexible hours, salary - open ,
Contact: Mrs. Birnbaum, open 10-6,
10-9 Thursdays.

HELP WANTED: Public relations work,
car needed. Income $200 and up per
week. Call Mr. Dungan at 279-3650.

---------------

FOUND on tag day at Pulaski and Bryn
Mawr 1 small sivler- key. Given to tag
day lady mistakenly by Northeastern
student. Contact PRINT Office ext.
270.

MODERN SEWING MACHINE: 6670 N.
Harding Ave., Lincolnwood, 111., Part
time-flexible / hrs., Shipping, Salary
open -. Contact: Ed Horwatt, Phone:
583-1440.

College students wanted to operate
small grill. Need ambitious young
adults. Fit it in with your school hours.
$200 investment. Fantstic opportunities
for right person . Do not want
experienced people. Even if you are not
sure you are the right person, give me a
call and find out. Call Mike mornings at
588-4146.

3358,

Valiant, '64, good transportati1;m. ~150
or offer. Call UNI ext. 338, ask for
Murray.

BABY SITTING: FOR NIU faculty,
occasional hours and steady Tues.
night, 5-10 P.M., 1 ½ year old, own
transportation preferred, contact: Joel
or Pauline Lipman, 5042 N. Lawndale,
Phone, 583-~9.

MALE : Solid, Rel iable, delivering
bundles of papers to newsboys homes,
about 40 stops, local area, 1-4 or 5
P.M., weekends if you desire, 4925 N.
Pulaski, contact: Mr. Bernie Winston,
KE9-0579 or OR4-1375, $2.75/ hr. to
start, !4.00/hr. if you use your own car.

Personals-

Steve Goodman, Fred Holstein, Edward
Holstein and Tom Dundee - benefit
for the American Friends Service
Committee, Oct. 18 at 7:30 pm., St.
James Cathedral 65 E Huron, Chicago,
Tickets on Sale at Room E-205 CCAB,
$2.50 for Northeastern Students.

Jobs. • •
General

DRIVER, CLERK, STOCK : Peterson
Drugs, Cicero & Peterson, must have
driver's license, Mon, Tues, •Thurs, 9-1
P.M., plus other hours to be arranged,
$2.00/ hour. Contact: Mr. Peterson, Bob
Tarpey, Kl5-0500.

4, October, 1972
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Where is our Ride Board map?

CIVIL SERVICE FORMATION

JOBS OPEN, IN-

The following is a list of positions
curtently open at the time of printing.
. This includes Positions for which the
register is not yet closed. Please note
carefully the information which follows
the listings of posjtions. It is important
and nec.sary for you to haw ·this
information if you are contemplating
any change to other departments.
Civil Service Jobs: 1. Instructional
Communication Tech Operator 11, Full
Time, 2. Secretary I-Transcribing,
Half-tine, Available at Center For Inner
City Studies, 3. Po lice Officer,
half-time, on campus.

Clubs
Chamber Orchestra: All interested
instrumentalists are invited to attend
the Tues. Eve. r~hearsals, from 7:3010:00, in B 1148 116. Two performances are planned for the 1972-73
season) For further inf9., call thedirector of the Orchestra, William
Schutt, at X-391 or reach him in his
office, S-242h.
,

for a Position, the register · 'freezes'
and only those candidates on the
register at that time can be interviewed for the particvular Position. To be
eligible for an interview,.therefore, it is
necessary for you to be on the register
at the time a requisition is received.
Your score also must be among the
top three scores. For further ihformation, please •Contact Mrs. Bon.nie
WiszowaJy, ext. 422.

Psi Chi, the Natonal Honor Society in
Psychology, is now accepting applications for membership. Membership is
open to Psychology majors and minors.
For information call Eden Rosen at
677-7265, or stop in at S-305 for
application.
Debate, Oratory, Oral Interpretation,
Extemporaneous Speaking, Radio and
T.V. Speaking and many other events
are offered by Forensics Union.
Meetings - Tuesday nights, 6:30 P.M.
in D-1 04. For information call Ext. 545.

IMPORTANT

APPLICATIONS FOR 63-315 PRACTICUM . . . METHODS WITH PRE PR ACTICE

When personnel receives a requisition

This poem you see, is coming from Me,
For good ole 'G.T.' Happy Birthday to
ye! !!

FOR MAY-JUNE, 1973

Any Early Childhood Education major who is in her senior year and has completed all of her requirements and wishes to apply for PRACTICUM must
attend one of the following meetings:
Monday

Oct. 9, 1972

•at 8:00' a.m.

in

A-113

Tuesday

Oct. 10, 1972

at 1 :00 p.m.

in

A-119

Thursday

Oct ~ 12, 1972

at 1 :00 p.m .

in

A-119

If you are unable to attend one of the above meetings, then please see Mrs.
Georgiou, Room C-425, BEFORE OCTOBER 9, 1972
NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR MAY-JUNE, 1973 PRACTICUM A°FTEBOCTOBER 12, 1972.

Zelda Mudanski.

Vacancies on the Commuter Center
Board of Managers will be filled by
lottery at the Oct. 16 meeting of the
Board. 2 under graduate vacancies and
1 graduate vacancy. The Commuter
Center Board meets on the First and
Third Mondays of the Month at 4:00
p.m. in E-1 28. If you are interested
submit yur name to M rs. Shirley
Rovner outside of E-220. Please
indicate whether you are a graduate or
an
under grad
student.
One
Undergraduate vacancy is a temporary
position. For the Fall 1972 Trim ester
only. Please specify if you are
interested in this position only.
Stude.n t vacancies on the Advisory
committee for the Program for
Interdisciplinary Education (PIE). All
students interested in learning more
about PIE or serving as a member on
the Pl E Advisory Committee are invited
to meeting in the B-Lounge at 1:00
p.m. October 10, at this meeting 5
student members will be elected.

4, October, 1972
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UNI MACHINE ROL.L.S ON!
by Mike Kesselman
Nor.theastern's Golden Eagles
Football Team continued full
steam ahead · in quest of an
undefeated season. They ran
their undefeated string to three
by rolling over The St. Louis
University Millikans 27-0 and
the University of Chicago
Maroons 32-6. The touchdown
scored by the U . of C. was the
first score this year against the
staunch U .N. I. defense.
Against St. Louis, the Eagles
rolled up 244 yards rushing,
with the brunt of the attack
being carried by Rich Chernikovich, who had 103 yards
rus~ing, and Tom Robinson,
who ground out 70 yards in

fifteen ca rries and also passed
orfor one touchdown.
The main forte of the U .N .I.
attack was a tough defense,
who applied constant pressure
to the Mill's quarterback.
On Saturday afternoon, the
game appeared to be quite a
bit closer, as defense hi ghlighted the opening 30 minutes,
neither team was able to put
together long drives with any
consistency.
Northeastern ope ned the
scoring in the first quarter as
Kurt Kieffer went 42 yards on
an end around play sliding into
the end zone with the first
of our scorin g. Steve Dezurka
converted for the extra point,
which incidentally was only

Chernicovich breaking through for yardage for the Eagles against U. of C.

On Sports
Friday September 22nd , was as crisp a day as Jack Frost's bacon.
The Ray Schellong Invitational Cross Country Meet took off at
4:00 p.m . and ran a fou r mile distan ce in Ri ver Park , traversing the
length of the park from Bryn Mawr to Foster to Peterson to Bryn
Mawr again . Seventy-one pairs of track shoes competed in the
one and on ly heat of the meet. Twenty-one minutes and twenty
seconds later the fi rst pair of shoes ca me back . Wearing the shoes
and t he winner's grin was L. Swa nson of North Park , who headed
a squadron of 4 of hi s teammates in the 10 top places. The entire
meet was over 32 minutes after it began.
As t he teams jogged over to our gym for the trophies and
closing ceremonies, Northeastern's assistant c.c. coac h and ex-c.c.
runner, Gene Corey, acquainted me with some of the history of
our tea m . Cross country was the second sport establis hed at UNI
in 1966, one year after basketball. The team was at one time
coached by Dr. Butl er and in its 6 year history has never won a
game. Both our c.c. team and hockey team are desparately trying
to overcome this distinction . Cross coun ty ·has never been much
of a spectator's sport, (that's a distin ction all our teams share.)
unless you own a heli copter or run w ith the team, but it is no less
a wonder to watch a person who will run miles a day trying to
beat time. It is an individual sport, as golf or gymnastics - you
compete against eve!Yone - but the individual scores are added
together for team points also. Seven men per team are allowed to
compete from each school. Cross country should not be conhised

one of two that he made all
afternoon , poi nting out the
need fo r a consistent placekicker on the Eagle's squad.
Northeastern conti nued to
run well , but was plagued by
some bad lu ck, as a 23 yard
t.d. sprint by Rich Chernikovich was called back because
of a clipping penalty.
- The Eagles score less string
was stopped at 5:33 left in the
second quarter as Maroon
quarterback Steve Kroeter fired
a pass to end George Jones for
the score . The Eagles came
back to block the extra point
effort. That was it for the half,
as the Eagles went to the
" locker room " owning a 7-6
lead .
It took some time in the
second half for U.N.I. to get
untracked. Chernikovich went
around left end for the score:
right at the horn ending the
thi rd quarter. From that point
on it was all Eagles.
Quarte rb ack Bob Thorud
carr ied it over on a keeper
from two yards out to make
the score 19-6. Dezurk a
converted the point after
which made it 20-6.
Running back , Tom Robinson,
highlighted
a
fine
afternoon by showing trementdous drive and desire, as
he was seemingly stopped

three or four times, but still
carried the ball over from
thirteen yards out to run the
score to 26-6.
Bruce Kriudson finished off
the scoring by plunging up the
middle for four yards to make
the score 32-6. The jubi lant
Northeastern fans were enthral led again, but their joy
soon turned to disdain . A 50
yard run by Liberatore, which
went for a touchdown, was
called back because of another
clippin g ca ll. With a little luck,
and some better kicking, the
score cou ld have easily been
50-6 instead of the final 32-6 .
The victory could, have been a
costly one for · the Golden
Eagles, however, as it seemed
alot of players were inju red .
Mostly it seemed to be knees,
which were twisted. The status
of the injured players is not
known at this time.
The next game is our
Homecoming which wilr be
played against Harper Junior
College, Saturday , at Elk Grove
High School. The time of that
game is 7:30 p.m . A big
turnout at that game, which is
something that has been
lacking in the past three
games, will spur our warriors
onto an even better perfo rmance than they have put on in
the past.

Northeastern receiver going up to
pull in a pass against St. Louis.

with track, as it contains only one heat, a 4 or 5 mile run, and the
sport is practiced in the fall season . I wish the team much speed
in its endeavors and dry ground .
During open house week there will be a variety of sports events
taki ng p lace in and around the gym. For all you aqua nuts, water
polo will be making a splash in the pool area at 3:00 p.m . daily.
Football practice wil l get underw ay at 4 :00 p.m . daily in the
athletic area , which I take to be the field west of the Science
Building. Our football cl ub sure seems to be clickin g as they line ~
up against Harper College this Saturday, October 7, with a 3 in O
record. This is the hom ecoming game, fans , so let's try and make
it worth com in g home to . .
To round out the athletic open house activities, our women's
volleyball team will serve their purpose October 5 at 6:30 p.m.
The women's volleyball team at UNI has been the possessors of
the state champ ionship for the last 2 years . Trouble always comes
in threes and ou r team is trouble.
Frid ay night, a basketball game will take place in the lower gym
at 7 p.m. between the TKE fraternity and the fro·shsoph basketball
team.
Not cor:inected with UNI sports but interesting enough to be
su re will be the scrimmage between our Blackhawks and the
Pittsburgh Penguins tonite on Channel 9 at 6 :30. Now that team
Canada has returned victorious from Ru ss ia, the NHL will skate to
the face-off circl e. The WHA games should prove intriguing as the
floundering of silver blades work into the intricate pattern plays
and team strategies , in this thei r first year of existance.
For this week's exe rcise: Be creative! Light up a cigarette and
think of an original design you can create when you stamp it out
on the megaform carpe t. For best results and leverage use the tip
of your shoe and hang on to one of the provided ashtrays. You
may not win an art award, but I hope you get the pi ctu re .

A final call to all fulltime UNI students in good standing
who would like to join the 1972-73 Hockey· Club before
the season starts. Please come to the meeting this Tuesday,
'
October
10th, in room A-114-116 at 1:00.

Cross country team: Asst. coach Gene Corey ; Sam Christian ; John Muntges ; Coach Larry Bernstein ;
Dennis Xanos ; P.E. _d irector Gus Zia~os (standing). Ellis Casie, Bob Jost, Rich Cramback, Rich Godin (kneeling) .

